April 16, 2021

COURSE UPDATE
With aeration now behind us and our staff starting to
return we are looking forward to a great summer of golf.
First we would like to express our thanks to members
Dave Gant, Terry Nichol and Dave Vaughn for all their help this
winter. The guys put in many hours cleaning up tree debris in
addition to helping us with some projects around the shop.
Looking ahead; we are pleased with the turf condition
coming out of winter and expect smooth greens and lush grass
this spring. We started fertilizing all surfaces a couple weeks ago
and will continue to do so moving forward. This past week we
over-seeded all tees and high traffic areas so you can expect
some green up of damaged areas over the next month.
We have some small course improvements planned for
this season, details to come.
Par 3 tees are now open for the season
Rope and stake around the course will be coming off over
the next few weeks as the course continues to recover.

We are in the process of detailing all bunkers and should
have them all back in shape by the end of April. As of right now
we are still going with no bunker rakes so please enter bunkers
from the low side to avoid ruining the faces.

Course Care

Ball Marks
Please fix your ball marks
Unrepaired ball marks turn into
dead spots that take a long time
to recover. This affects ball roll
trueness and aesthetics.

90 Degree Cart Rule
Please remain on the cart path
until as near to your ball as possible
before driving on the turf over to
your ball. Return directly to the path
after hitting your shot.

Bunker Etiquette
Always enter bunkers from the
low side, avoid walking on
sloped faces unless absolutely
necessary to play a shot.
Please tap shoes with a club
before walking on green to avoid
tracking sand on the putting
surface.

Shortcut to #6 Across # 8

-Please DO NOT Walk
Across #8 Approach on
Your Way to #6

